
The next RA meeting:  
May 23 at Tewksbury Public Library,  

Nonfiction History Arc: Specific Settings.  Benchmark – Thomas Cahill’s How the Irish Saved Civilization. 

Also to be discussed:  Leane asks us to think about 3 appeals that connect the Nonfiction History Arc (Defining 

Times, Microhistories, and Specific Settings) and also what makes them different. 

March 27 Readers’ Advisory Meeting at Peabody Institute, Danvers  

[Leane’s note: We briefly shared impression of Stephen Johnson’s The Ghost Map. And 
compared it to the Kurlansky.  Johnson had a journalistic feel to it and kept most of us and 
other library readers wanting to turn the pages—he wrote with great suspense and it 
became a quest for some readers—like a mystery to solve. 

 
Topic: Nonfiction History Arc: Microhistories 

Appeal Factors: educational, in-depth study/investigation of one historical event or subject, all in the details, 
attempts to make history more interesting. 

Salt: A World History by Mark Kurlansky  

Many of us struggled to get through this book because it seemed as if the author wanted us to know he did a lot of 

research and as a result the details were at times overwhelming, and there was no narrative flow.  It was also 

mentioned that the second half of the book was repetitive. Despite the negatives, there were many interesting facts, 

and parts were entertaining enough to be good cocktail talk. Also a book like Salt can lead readers on to other things 

– further exploration of some aspect of salt processing or the use of salt in cooking, for medicinal purposes, etc. 

As mentioned the author did an amazing amount of research, and he did succeed in showing us how something we 

take for granted, simple salt, has quite an involved history that has had a big influence in shaping the world.  

Appeal factors: highly informative, not a fast-paced page-turner but interesting facts, extremely well researched. 

Optionally, there is a children’s book one can read instead. 

Comparison to Johnson’s Ghost Map—more repetitive and discreet bundles of information that you could read at 

leisure; he tended to repeat much of his points about the topic…not as compelling but very well researched, written, 

and interesting.  Perhaps much of microhistory is driven by the reader’s interest in the topic where the defining times 

arc could be a wider reach for a variety of readers.] 

 

Elective Titles: 

Jim - History of the World in Twelve Maps by Jerry Brotton 

Brotton examines the importance and significance of 12 historic world maps from AD 150 to present day Google 

Earth.  

Appeal factors: fascinating detail, information-laden, people with a Geography background would love it although 

might frustrate the History buffs looking for more historical details behind the maps. Also suggested that person who 

likes this might like Map Thief by Michael Blanding 



Michelle – Secret History of Wonder Woman by Jill Lepore 

Wonder Woman, created in 1941, on the brink of World War II, is the most popular female superhero of all time. The 

author also claims she has a secret history and her story provides the missing link in the history of the struggle for 

women’s rights. Michelle did not feel that Lepore successfully made her argument that William M. Marston, creator of 

Wonder Woman, was a supporter of feminist ideas, rather his feminism was self-serving. 

Appeal factors: May have particular appeal to bondage aficionados 

Eileen – The Year Without Summer: 1816 and the Volcano That Darkened the World and Changed History by 

William K. and Nicholas P. Klingaman 

On April 15, 1815 a massive volcanic explosion erupted from Mount Tambora, on an Indonesian Island of Sumbawa. 

Nearby villages were eviscerated and the oceans flowed with lava. The effects of the sulfur-dioxide gas, some 55 

million tons, wreaked havoc on the weather patterns for several years following. This book focuses mainly on the 

after effects in Europe and New England which included excessive rain, frost, snow, crop destruction, migration, 

disease, and social turmoil.  

Appeal factors: for readers’ who enjoy reading about extreme weather and its effects, natural disasters, history and 

weather buffs or those interested in volcanology. 

Jessica – At Home: A Short History of Private Life by Bill Bryson 

Going room-by-room through his house, Bryson takes the reader on a tour and writes about everyday household 

items like the furniture or stairs, which he describes walking up them as “sustained falling”, and in his quirky style 

talks about the history and the story behind these common house items. 

Appeal factors: for someone who has a voracious appetite for little facts, would most likely appeal to someone who 

liked the book, Salt. For other Bryson fans they might be frustrated due to the way it is written where nothing strings 

the book together rather it is individual stories. 

Jerusha – History of the World in 6 Glasses by Tom Standage 

Written in an entertaining style the author takes readers on an easy to read history, from the Stone Age to the 21st 

century of 6 drinks – beer, wine, spirits, tea, coffee, and soda. 

Appeal: entertaining, easy read, interesting narrative, more like stories than encyclopedic, fun read. 

Beth – Wanderlust: A History of Walking by Rebecca Solnit 

In a leisurely and meandering pace, this book is a look at how walking is considered in different societies – politically 

and socially.  

Appeal factors: built-in for the person who likes to walk, can be paired with the book Pedestrianism: When Watching 

People Walk Was America’s Favorite Spectator Sport by Matthew Algeo 

 

Leane – The Drunken Botanist by Amy Stewart 

Written in a brief to-the-point, no narrative style but with a wry sense of humor author Stewart explores all the 

different plants, flowers, trees, grains, etc. that have been used to make alcohol.  

Appeal: full of interesting factoids, fun – contains recipes, would appeal to botanists, cocktail enthusiasts, and 

backyard gardeners. Reading is better than listening as the narrator has a wooden, stiff style. 

Thank you to Eileen Barrett for taking these notes. lme 


